URGENT NOTICE

May 27, 2020

Delay of the Relocation of Radio Signals

The start of the dual feed, of the 14 radio signals, that was to begin on G1 X13 on June 2, 2020 has been delayed to June 16, 2020.

The affected signals are:

RFI (Audio)
CFGL FM Radio (Montreal)
CITE FM Radio (Montreal)
CKAC FM Radio (Montreal)
CKOI FM Radio (Montreal)
CFQR FM Radio (Montreal)
CKMF Radio (Montreal)
SRC1M radio (Montreal)
SRC12M Radio (Montreal)
VUEVOI
CHMP 98.5 FM (Montreal)
CFNR Native Radio (Prince Rupert)
CKRW Native Radio (Whitehorse)
CKLB Radio

For technical questions or assistance contact the Shaw Broadcast Help Desk at 1-800-268-2943 or shawbroadcastsupport@sjrb.ca
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